PRIVATIZATION OF ARMY LODGING
Over the past decade the Army privatized over 99% of its housing units through the Residential Housing Initiative (RCI). 1 The Army is now in the process of using the RCI model that worked well for housing to privatized Army Lodging. This paper will analyze the history of outsourcing, present lessons learned from past initiatives, develop alternatives, and develop a recommendation for the US Army Lodging Program based on the directive of the President's Management Agenda (PMA). 2 The PMA is a set of initiatives designed to improve the management of federal agencies by adopting performance-based criteria for decision-making and action, and ultimately tying performance to budget appropriations. The five pillars of the PMA are:
•
Strategic Management of Human Capital
• Competitive Sourcing
•

Budget and Performance Integration
• Improved Financial Performance
•
Expanded Electronic Government
In order to achieve the PMA, the federal government must change the fundamental ways it operates. It must move towards an operating environment that is based on competitive markets where the method for delivering a government product or service will be awarded to a private company or government entity that can accomplish it in the most efficient and effective manner. Competition is a major component of President The objective of the PMA and A76 competitions is to ensure products and services are delivered in the most efficient and cost effective manner. These programs were never meant to contract out services just to move those services to the private sector.
"To ensure DoD employees get to compete fairly, a provision was added to the 2004 defense appropriation bill that guarantees defense employees the right to restructure their work units as "most efficient organizations" (MEO). The MEO can be developed through restructuring human resources, processes, technology, and other efficiency producing strategies when competing against contractors over who can do the work best and at the lowest cost." 5 This provision is important because DoD and the US Army rely heavily on contracting out to commercial entities assuming they will always save money. This is not always the case, especially in the long run, and once you contract out a large operation it is extremely difficult to ever bring it back. 6 DoD is now forced to review both commercial entities and government in-house bids and award to the MEO. It is important to note that the government is a non-profit organization, whereas, commercial entities require a profit, pay taxes, and in most cases pay dividends, service debt, etc., all expenses the federal organization does not have.
Over Externally, the key stakeholders are the hotel and commercial lending institutions.
Both will have a large role depending on various courses of actions and final recommendation. Hotel corporations offer a number of services that could be utilized under all of the alternatives. Army lodging already contracts for some services, to include consulting, marketing, architectural, and engineering. In general, the large hotel corporations offer property, operational, construction, and project management services. In conjunction with the Army's Lodging Wellness Plan, demand, market, and facilities assessments have been completed on all properties by a third-party consulting firm. Assessments on facilities were based on bringing facilities up to the current lodging standards and adjusting inventories to meet 90% occupancy for official travelers. Overall this represents an extremely attractive new market for the hotel industry.
The financial services industry will play a large role under various scenarios. The market heuristic that banks require for most hotel/motel debt is 40% equity in a project due to the higher than average risk associated with the industry. Currently, Army lodging has an in-house bond rating BBB+ 16 and the authority to enter into commercial financial markets to borrow money to develop and renovate operations.
The hierarchy of the US Army and the decentralized nature in the way it operates and is funded makes the Army policy process extremely difficult. What is good for one department or agency is not always good for another. 
Successful Privatization also Requires that Proponents of Reform Defuse the Opposition
Even with dedicated leadership, privatization efforts will fail if leadership ignores the concerns of opponents, however frivolous or selfish those concerns may seem.
As the record of the past two decades demonstrates, the programs that succeed are the ones that are open to compromise and accommodate the concerns of existing and potential opponents, especially those who want to maintain the status quo. In this regard, it is essential for reformers to view any act of privatization as a political act with economic consequences, never the other way around. Privatization efforts that focus only on the technical gains in cost efficiencies and service improvements, to the exclusion of other considerations, reflect an economic act with political consequences, and those political consequences invariably will be damaging. Organizations Should Never Lose Control over the Outsourced Activity
It is imperative that organizations outsource for the right reasons and not based on poor performance when the activity is key and essential to the overall operation. "When the performance quality of an activity is low, managers are often tempted to outsource it. If poor performance is attributable to factors such as insufficient scale economies or a lack of expertise, outsourcing makes sense. If poor performance is attributable to poor management, outsourcing is not necessarily the right solution." 22 In the case of privatization, the government will lose control over the management of the operation and the assets. If privatization fails, the cost to bring operational management and assets back under the control of the government may be cost prohibitive.
Lodging Economics
In order to make the informed decision on Army lodging and avoid the mistakes that led to the deterioration of the infra-structure, it is important to understand how the program is funded and why facilities are in their current condition. The lodging program is authorized 100% appropriated funding (APF) and is supplemented with nonappropriated funding (NAF) through collection of room charges from occupants. As stated earlier, Army lodging is a separate NAFI, therefore, its NAF funds are fenced in a separate account and the profits can only be used in lodging operations.
Until 1998, the Army DPW engineers at the installation level managed lodging operations, with no overall plan to fund the aging infrastructure. Individual operations developed plans to repair and renovate their operations and incorporated that cost into their room rate. There were a number of problems with this mode of operation: (1) installation level lodging management lacked the education and skills in most cases to develop long-range plans; (2) engineers focused their APF resources on base operations and lodging usually only received APF for utilities; (3) room rates were set at a local level based on the government per diem rates and in accordance with Army
Regulation 210-50 were set at or below 50% of the government per diem rate (exception to policy was needed to go above this rate); (4) most installations fall under the general per diem rate currently set at $70 for lodging.
In 1998, lodging operations and policy were moved from the engineers to the In order to evaluate the best course of action for the government to operate Army
Lodging in an effective and efficient manner the various options need to be defined.
The list below consists of four alternatives that represent typical methods in the lodging industry for management operational structure.
Status Quo -Continue With the Current Lodging Wellness Plan
The Lodging Wellness Plan was developed and implemented to bring all facilities up to a standard and maintain that standard in the future. The plan covers replacement and/or renovation of all infrastructures, standards for service, operations, and facilities.
Complete analysis by an independent engineering and marketing firm (3DI Inc.) was completed in FY 05 for all facilities. This analysis is being utilized by both FMWRC and the ASA I&E office for the basis of the privatization initiative. The analysis was based on a market demand or rightsizing the room inventory to meet 90% of the official historical demand to include statements of non-availability to official travelers.
Structural and engineering analysis was based on adjustments to room inventories and building conditions. If the cost to bring the facility to the lodging standard is below 50% replacement cost, the facility will be renovated; above 50%, it will be replaced by new construction, the cost to implement plan by building by installation. The analysis developed the marketing mix on the number of rooms and types needed in the inventory to meet clientele's needs. There are three standard room designs; standard guest room, extended stay, and family suites. The analysis and subsequent plan developed by 3DI will be utilized as the basis for all alternatives in this policy paper.
To finance the plan the Army instituted a Lodging Capital Assessment (LCA) in FY 01 on every room night. The LCA (currently $12) was added to the room rate and goes directly to the construction fund. In addition to the closure of facilities under 25-rooms, demand assessments will reduce room inventory to 90% of official demand.
The two actions will reduce the room inventory by approximately 2,000 rooms. or Japan. Under the current structure, Army lodging does not pay rents or mortgages, debt service, taxes (corporate and occupancy), utilities, and some maintenance and repair. Nor does it have to make a profit or pay dividends to stockholders. Lodging's sole financial purpose is to maintain operations to standards and cover operating expenses. Under privatization, Army lodging will be owned and operated like any other local commercial hotel and cannot be afforded any unfair competitive advantage, therefore, it will no longer be official lodging for the Army. This change is significant in two ways. First, active duty soldiers will no longer be required to stay in Army Lodging.
Second, installation commanders will no longer be able to convert lodging facilities to barracks during large troop movements.
The RCI model will transfer ownership of all current assets (new and old) to a commercial public partner at no cost and lease the land at minimal cost. Not all facilities are in poor condition, with 35% having been built in the last 14 years. The Army will be giving away over $3 billion in assets. The partner will be required to bring all facilities up to the lodging standards based on the 3DI plan by 2014. All current working capital projects will remain in place and be transferred to the partner upon completion.
Under a partnership agreement, it is estimated that the partner will need to bring 30% equity of the regional project cost to the table and the rest of capital needed will be done through debt financing with an estimated interest rate of 7-8%. Occupancy taxes are local taxes and usually range from 10-15%. Relief from these taxes will be sought on an operation-by-operation basis, but in most cases it is doubtful relief will be granted. 25 Relief from local occupancy tax would give a private partner an advantage over other commercial operators outside the installation boundaries, and since occupancy taxes are collected from individuals living outside local jurisdictions, there is little incentive to waive this tax. Utilities will be the responsibility of the partner and will add between $4 and $4.50 per room night based on location of the installation. A 20% profit margin for the partner and a 10% capital reinvestment fund were also added to the model. The 10% capital reinvestment fund will be required for all alternatives to ensure infrastructure degradation does not occur in the future. In order to accommodate the additional expenses and still deliver a 20% profit, the room rate will need to rise from its by borrowing against the cash flow the hotels generate. More than 98% of the cash flow from the hotels will be reinvested. Actus makes its money from construction and development fees, as well as a return on the equity it invests in the hotels. Under terms of the Army deal, Actus can take an equity stake worth 2% to 5% of development costs, and its returns are capped at 14% to 20% on that equity, he says. IHG will make money from management fees, which typically are about 6% to 8% of hotel revenues." continue to own the assets and would raise room rates to the 75-80% per diem rate to fund the construction program. This would require a change to policy and adequate funding in the travel and training accounts to offset the increase. After build out in 2014, the rates would decrease to approximately 55% of per diem to cover the management fees. According to a recent study, the average base fee (the part of the management fees that is calculated as a percentage of turnover) is 1.8 percent of gross revenue and the average incentive fee (the part of the management fees that is calculated as a percentage of profit) is 6.9 percent of gross operating profit. Today it is an established principle of the international hospitality industry that ownership and operation of a hotel are more often than not separated. 27 Under this alternative, Army lodging would gain the expertise and skills needed to improve management while maintaining the flexibility needed to respond to the needs of the Army.
Selection Criteria for Analysis will be Based on
In order to evaluate the various lodging management operational structures, evaluation criteria was developed based on the analysis of the current state of Army Lodging, the need to bring facilities up to or surpass Army Lodging managerial, operational, and facility standards, solve the funding shortfall, maintain flexibility, and be the best use of tax dollars. Criteria were developed based on the current literature and analysis by the author.
•Meeting Army lodging standards worldwide. Companies that are able to execute this type partnership are large international firms with worldwide operations. These firms have international offices and relationships that will enable them to get facilities up to the lodging standards in an expedited manner.
Privatization does not address overseas operations and the other two in-house alternatives do not have the worldwide network to plan, design, construct, and maintain multiple projects. While the Army Lodging office oversees construction projects now, design and construction are contracted out through the bid process and in-house construction and contracting assets will not be able to meet the aggressive construction program over the next 6-7 years.
•Eliminate inadequate on-post lodging facilities and right-sizing the operations.
All alternatives will be able to meet this selection criterion based on varying timelines.
•Solving the funding dilemma. While the status quo options would have the least impact on funding through the continuation of the LCA to fund the construction program, the program cannot wait the additional 9 years to complete. The other three options raise the room-rate to the 75-80% level to fund the construction program, which will need to be covered in the travel and training accounts through the POM process. Whereas, the HMC and the Modified Lodging
Wellness options decrease the room rate once the construction program is completed, the PAL model will continue at the increased rate in perpetuity. This additional expense is estimated at $180-200 million in today's dollar, and after 2014 will continue to rise by at least the inflation rate and contract incentive increases making it the least desirable in this area.
• operations, training and makes quick and binding decisions is impossible under the current structure. One of the best ways to get a corporate structure is to move it out of the Army command structure, and both the PAL model and HMC option will accomplish this.
•Execute the President's Management Agenda through the transfer of non-core functions to the private sector when it provides the best value. Both the PAL Model and the HMC alternatives transfer the function of operating Army lodging to the private sector. Under both options the Army would maintain a headquarters staff to oversee operations, asset management, auditing, contract review, financial management, budgeting, and strategic planning and management. The PAL model transfers the function to the private sector it is also the highest cost alternative to the tax payers.
•Decrease the current timeline under the Lodging Wellness Plan from 2023 to 2014. The status quo option is the only one that will not meet this criterion.
• an installation and the Army closes the installation, the partner will require reimbursement. Under the HMC option these details can be incorporated into the management contract.
•Must be economically feasible to implement and create best use of taxpayer dollars. The PAL Model option will increase the cost of providing the service to the Army substantially. While the two in-house options are both economically feasible, the expertise and substantial track record of the hotel partner should provide considerable savings in the long run. . OMB Circular A-76 states that, in the process of governing, the Government should not compete with its citizens, and where possible, the Government will rely on commercial sources to supply the products and services the Government needs. A commercial activity is one which is operated by a Federal executive agency and which provides a product or service that could be obtained from a commercial source. Activities that meet the definition of an inherently Governmental function not commercial activities. An inherently Governmental function is a function which is so intimately related to the public interest as to mandate performance by Government employees. . TUPH or official travel quarters are a primary source of quarters for TDY personnel and should be used if the quarters meet mission requirements and are available. These activities operate as a separate fund normally called a Lodging or Billeting fund, independent of the single MWR fund. Facilities are built, leased, acquired, maintained, managed, and operated primarily with APF (or contracted or acquired through APF contracting process) for patrons who are in a non-duty or leave status and other authorized patrons; TDY personnel have priority use. PCS Lodging: Temporary Lodging Facilities. When such facilities are built and maintained or operated by other than the MWR program or exchange service, they shall be a separate fund, designated as a Lodging or Billeting fund, independent of the single MWR fund. These facilities may be jointly operated within a Lodging or Billeting fund to gain operational economies, efficiencies and savings.
